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Abstract

Path planning of multiple unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) is a crucial step in cooperative
operation of multiple UAVs, whose main difficulties lie in the severe coupling of time and three-
Dimensional (3D) space as well as the complexity of multi-objective optimization. For this purpose,
the time stamp segmentation (TSS) model is first adopted to resolve the time-space coupling
among multiple UAVs. Meanwhile, the solution space is reduced by transforming the multi-
objective problem to a multi-constraint problem. In consequence, based on the elite retention
strategy, a novel improved fruit fly optimization algorithm (NIFOA) is proposed for multi-UAV
cooperative path planning, which overcomes the shortcomings of basic fruit fly optimization algo-
rithm in slow convergence speed and the potentials to fall into local optima. In particular, the
multi-subpopulations evolution mechanism is further designed to optimize the elite subpopulation.
At last, the effectiveness of the proposed NIFOA has been verified by numerical experiments.

Keywords: Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV), Path Planning, Time Stamp Segmentation (TSS), Fruit Fly
Optimization Algorithm

1 Introduction

With the development of aviation and aerospace
industry and Internet technology, unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV) plays an important role
in military reconnaissance and strike (Nex and
Remondino, 2014), aerial photography (Flores
et al., 2017), agricultural plant protection (Khan
et al., 2019), police security (Li and Zhen, 2021),
oilfield inspection (Ge et al., 2020), etc. Due to the
increased difficulty of the task and the complexity
of the environment, single UAV operations have
been unable to meet the task requirements. There-
fore, much effort has been put forward towards the

cooperative operation of multiple UAVs, where
multi-UAV cooperative path planning is one of the
research hotspots.

In response to the complex path planning issue
of UAVs, researchers have proposed all kinds of
methods, e.g., the methods based on graph anal-
ysis, such as voronoi diagram (Candeloro et al.,
2017, Niu et al., 2019), Dijkstra algorithm (Zhu
and Sun, 2021), A* algorithm (Lai et al., 2021,
Mandloi et al., 2021), D* algorithm (Dakulović
et al., 2011, Yao et al., 2021), artificial potential
field algorithm (APF) (Kumar et al., 2019, Luo
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et al., 2015), and the Dubins curve method (Shan-
mugavel et al., 2010). Although these algorithms
are outstanding in computational speed and time-
liness, the motion characteristics of the UAVs are
not considered. To resolve this, swarm intelligence
algorithms are increasingly used to address the
corresponding multi-objective optimization prob-
lems (Alejo et al., 2013, Han et al., 2016, He et al.,
2021, Li et al., 2014, 2021a,b, Liu et al., 2011,
Miao et al., 2021, Shao et al., 2019, Xu et al., 2020,
Zhang and Duan, 2015, 2018), including particle
swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm (Alejo et al.,
2013, He et al., 2021, Shao et al., 2019), ant colony
optimization (ACO) algorithm (Li et al., 2021a,b,
Miao et al., 2021), artificial bee colony (ABC)
algorithm (Li et al., 2014, Xu et al., 2020), pigeon-
inspired optimization (PIO) algorithm (Zhang and
Duan, 2015, 2018), wolf colony algorithm (WCA)
(Han et al., 2016, Liu et al., 2011), fruit fly opti-
mization algorithm (FOA) (Bai et al., 2021, Pan,
2012, Zhang et al., 2018), and their improved ver-
sions. Notice that swarm intelligence algorithms
are frequently used to solve the Non-deterministic
Polynomial hard problems, and most of them have
the shortcomings of slow convergence speed and
local optimization.

FOA is a new swarm intelligence algorithm
proposed by Pan in 2011 (Pan, 2012), which real-
izes the iterative search of the solution space by
simulating the process of fruit fly using smell and
vision to prey. It has the advantages of easy-to-
understand principle, simple process, and strong
local search ability. Therefore, FOA is widely used
in fault diagnosis (Li et al., 2021c), image process-
ing (Nazir et al., 2021), data prediction (Li and
Jiang, 2019), path planning (Bai et al., 2021, Pan,
2012, Zhang et al., 2018), and many other fields.
In addition, FOA can optimize neural network
parameters (Li and Jiang, 2019), optimize support
vector machines parameters (Gu et al., 2021, Luo
et al., 2019), adjust controller parameters (Wang
et al., 2017), and solve traveling salesman prob-
lems (Iscan and Gunduz, 2017). Recently, much
effort has been devoted to improving the prema-
ture and local optimization performance of FOAs.
For instance, (Yuan et al., 2017) proposed an
improved fruit fly optimization algorithm (IFOA),
which combines the average learning and step-
change strategy to balance the algorithm’s global
and local search capabilities; (Yuan et al., 2014)

proposed a multi-group FOA, in which the mul-
tiple subgroups move independently in the search
space to explore the global optimal solution.
Although these algorithms render to remarkable
optimization performance, certain limitations still
exist in the aspects of large search space for feasi-
ble solutions and large number of invalid solutions
(Tian and Li, 2019).

Recently, more improved FOAs have been pro-
posed for path planning, and achieved remarkable
results. Among them, (Li, 2014) proposed a 3D
path planning scheme for robots in virtual envi-
ronment based on the improved FOA, which pro-
moted the planning efficiency. Meanwhile, (Zhang
et al., 2018) proposed a phase angle-coded FOA
with mutation adaptive mechanism (θ-MAFOA)
for path planning of single UAV. The coopera-
tive path planning of multi-UAV based on multi-
group FOA is proposed in (Shi et al., 2020),
which considers the strategy of cooperative col-
lision avoidance among UAVs. In addition, (Li
et al., 2020) proposed an ORPFOA algorithm for
path planning of multiple UAVs, where the tasks
are changed online, and the mission completion
time and the collision avoidance strategy among
UAVs are taken into account simultaneously. Nev-
ertheless, although these methods have improved
the classic FOA algorithm in different aspects and
been applied to 3D path planning, the perfor-
mance constraints (e.g flight speed, pitch angle,
turn angle) and simultaneous arrival problems of
UAVs are not considered comprehensively.

In this paper, a Novel Improved Fruit fly Opti-
mization Algorithm (NIFOA) is proposed to solve
the aforementioned problems. First, the greedy
and restart strategies are adopted to guide individ-
ual search and avoid falling into local optima. Sec-
ond, the multiple subpopulation evolution mech-
anism is introduced into the better population
to achieve the mutation optimization population.
Third, the final result is obtained by integrat-
ing with the cooperative strategy. Finally, the
algorithm is applied with time stamp segmenta-
tion model to solve the cooperative path planning
problem of multiple UAVs.

The remainder of the paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 introduces the TSS model and
formulates the UAV planning problem mathemat-
ically. Section 3 presents the key idea of basic
FOA and its improved version. Section 4 shows
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the experimental results. Section 5 concludes the
work.

2 Problem Formulation

Multi-UAV cooperative path planning is based on
single-UAV path planning, considering the multi-
constraint and multi-objective problem of mutual
cooperation and restriction among multiple UAVs,
as shown in Fig. 1. The constraints include the
limitations of the UAV (maximum yaw angle,
maximum pitch angle, maximum flight speed,
minimum flight speed, etc.), information sharing,
collision avoidance, etc, and the objective func-
tion needs to consider the minimum total cost of
the UAV cluster and the potential of reaching the
destination at the same time.

Path planning is the first problem to be
solved in the cooperative path planning of mul-
tiple UAVs. Given a starting point and a target-
ing point, the main task of path planning is to
plan one or more paths that meet the constraint
requirements. In this paper, the method of gen-
erating route control points is used to connect
the control points in turn to generate the track.
Let S(Sm,x, Sm,y, Sm,z) and T (Tm,x, Tm,y, Tm,z)
denote the starting and targeting points of the
mth UAV. Next, the straight line ST is divided
into D + 1 segments by the straight line Lk, k =
1, ..., D perpendicularly. Then, take one point on
each straight line Lk, and connect these points
in turn to get the path from S to T , as shown
in Fig. 2. As such, the path planning problem is
transformed into a key path point optimization
problem. In order to speed up the optimization
process and complete the synergy constraints, this
work quotes the time stamp segmentation model
(TSS) (Zhang and Duan, 2018).

2.1 Time Stamp Segmentation

Model

In this work, the TSS model is used to process the
time coordination of multi-UAV cooperative path
planning, which divides the flight time into several
time periods by setting the same take-off time and
arrival time for all UAVs. Let Ta and Tg be the
common take-off time and arrive time of all UAVs,
and D the number of timestamps. Then, the time
stamp ts is defined as ts = (Tg − Ta)/D. Further,
it is necessary to determine two components in

Fig. 1 The environment of multi-UAV
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Fig. 2 The path representation in 3D view of multi-UAV

the TSS model beforehand, namely the velocity
component

Vm,n = [Vm,n,x, Vm,n,y, Vm,n,z]

and the position component

Pm,n = [Pm,n,x, Pm,n,y, Pm,n,z],

where Vm,n,x, Vm,n,y, Vm,n,z, Pm,n,x, Pm,n,y and
Pm,n,z represent the velocity components and
position components in x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis,
respectively. The relationship between Pm,n and
Vm,n can be expressed as

Pm,n = Pm,n−1 + Vm,n ∗ ts (1)

where Vm,n is the average velocity of the nth
time stamp of the mth UAV, where m =
1, 2, · · · ,M represents the number of UAVs, and
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n = 1, 2, · · · , D represents the number of times-
tamps.

In the TSS model, the flight speed and the
number of timestamps of UAV are determined
firstly. Then, the time stamp is marked on the
x-axis between the take-off point and the target-
ing point of the UAV (without loss of generality,
assuming that dx > dy with dx and dy being the
x-axis and y-axis distance from the take-off point
to the targeting point). Moreover, assume that
[Vmin, Vmax] is the speed range of the UAV, and
lm,x is the x-axis Euclidean distance between the
take-off point and the targeting point of the mth
UAV. Then, the range of the time stamp is:



















ts ∈
M
⋂

m=1

[Tmin, Tmax]

Tm,min =
lm,x

VmaxD

Tm,max =
lm,x

VminD

(2)

As shown in Fig. 3, in order to improve the
search efficiency of the best path, a new local
coordinate system is constructed. In the new local
coordinate, the z-axis is unchanged, SmTm is set
as the x-axis, Sm coincides with the new coordi-
nate origin O′

m, and the angle between OmXm and
O′

mX ′

m is φm, that is, φm is the angle at which
OmXm rotates counterclockwise to O′

mX ′

m. Then
the transformation between the two coordinate
systems is:





Pm,n,x

Pm,n,y

Pm,n,z



 =





cos(φm) sin(φm) 0
− sin(φm) cos(φm) 0

0 0 1





∗





Pm,n,x

Pm,n,y

Pm,n,z − Pm,0,z



+





0
0

Pm,0,z





(3)
In the local coordinate system, assume that the
velocity of UAV in the x-axis direction is constant
(when the starting point and the targeting point
is with the same x-axis coordinate, the velocity in
the y-axis direction is chosen to be constant), that
is V m,n,x = lm,x/Dts. In such a way, the position
component of Pm,n,x in the x-axis direction is also
known. Then, the velocities of UAV in the y-axis
direction and z-axis direction are as follow:

V m,n,y = V m,n,x · tan(βm,n) (4)
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Fig. 3 The path representation of 2D view

Pm,n,y = V m,n,y · ts + Pm,n−1,y (5)

V m,n,z =

√

V
2

m,n,x + V
2

m,n,y · tan(αm,n) (6)

Pm,n,z = V m,n,z · ts + Pm,n−1,z (7)

where βm,n is the horizontal turning angle of the
mth UAV at the nth time stamp, and αm,n is the
pitch angle of themth UAV at the nth time stamp.
Note that Pm,0 represents the starting point and
Pm,D+1 represents the targeting point. By virtue
of (3)-(7), it renders to

Pm,n,x = Vm,n,x ∗ ts + Pm,n−1,x (8)

Vm,n,y = Vm,n,x tan(βm,n + φm) (9)

Vm,n,z =
√

V 2
m,n,x + V 2

m,n,y ∗ tan(αm,n) (10)

Pm,n,y = Vm,n,y ∗ ts + Pm,n−1,y (11)

Pm,n,z = Vm,n,z ∗ ts + Pm,n−1,z (12)

From (8)-(12), it can be seen that Pm,n is only
related to αm,n and βm,n when Vm,n,x is given.
Hence, the key path point optimization problem is
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transformed into a problem of finding the optimal
αm,n and βm,n.

In the following, the objective function and
restrictions design for the multi-UAV cooperative
path planning is conducted.

2.1.1 Objective Function and

Restrictions Design

Designing reasonable multi-restraints conditions
and multi-objective optimization function is cru-
cial for solving the path planning problem, where
terrain threats, radar threats, path length cost as
well as the UAV’s performance and coordination
cost, etc., should be considered together.

(1) The cost of terrain threat. UAVs cannot
collide with obstacles such as mountains in flight,
so a feasible path should be able to avoid all obsta-
cles. Assume that the 3D coordinates of the mth
UAV at the kth path point is Hm,k(xm,k, ym,k,
zm,k), and f(xm,k, ym,k) denotes the height of the
current point (xm,k, ym,k) in the map. The ter-
rain threat cost can be expressed mathematically
as follows:

J terrain
m,k =

{

Q, zm,k < f(xm,k, ym,k)

0, otherwise
(13)

where Q > 0 is the penalty constant.
(2) The cost of radar threat. The threat area of

a UAV is denoted by a hemisphere with a radius
of Rmax, where the probability of a UAV being
threatened is related to its distance from the radar
Rm,k. The radar threat cost can be formulated as
(Belew et al., 1990):

Jradar
m,k =







R4
maxQ

R4
max +R4

m,k

, Rm,k ≤ Rmax

0, Rm,k > Rmax

(14)

where Q is same as in (13).
(3) The cost of path length. The path length

cost of a UAV can be considered as the sum of all
path segments of the UAV, where the path length
of the mth UAV at the kth time stamp is

J length
m,k =

(

(xm,k − xm,k−1)
2 + (ym,k − ym,k−1)

2

+(zm,k − zm,k−1)
2
)1/2

(15)

(4) The cost of path smoothing. To describe
the smoothness of the path, the angle between
the adjacent path segments is taken as the path
smoothing cost, namely, for the mth UAV at the
kth time stamp

Jsmoothing
m,k = arccos

(

Sm,kSm,k−1

|Sm,k||Sm,k−1|

)

(16)

where Sm,k = (xm,k+1 − xm,k, ym,k+1 − ym,k,
zm,k+1 − zm,k) is the directed track segment
corresponding to the kth time stamp.

(5) The cost of path altitude. The altitude cost
reflects the flying altitude of UAV on the ground.
When flying at low altitudes, UAV prefers to using
terrain cover to avoid radar detection. Owing to
the existence of safe altitude hsafe, the path height
cost can be calculated in the following way.

Jaltitude
m,k = |hm,k − hsafe| (17)

where hm,k is the height of the mth UAV at the
kth time stamp.

(6) The cost of UAV’s constraint. Since UAV
is always constrained by its own structure during
flight, such as flight speed, yaw angle, and pitch
angle, the self-constrained cost of the mth UAV at
the kth time stamp can be expressed as:

Jconstraint
m,k = J turn

m,k + Jslope
m,k + Jvelocity

m,k , (18)

with

J turn
m,k =

{

0, −γmin ≤ βm,k ≤ γmax

Q, otherwise
(19)

Jslope
m,k =

{

0, −ϕmin ≤ αm,k ≤ ϕ max
Q, otherwise

(20)

Jvelocity
m,k =

{

0, v m,min ≤ v m, k ≤ vm,max

Q, otherwise
(21)

where γmin > 0, γmax > 0, ϕmin > 0, ϕmax >
0, 0 < vm,min < vm,max are all pre-specified
constants, and Q is same as in (13) and (14).

(7) The cost of coordination. UAVs cannot
collide with each other during the flight, other-
wise the coordination cost is expensive. When the
mth UAV collides with the nth UAV, the cost of
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coordination can be expressed as:

Jcoordination
m,n,k =

{

Q, |Pm,k − Pn,k| ≤ luav,max

0, otherwise
(22)

where Pm,k = (xm,k, ym,k, zm,k) is the position of
the mth UAV at the kth time stamp, |Pm,k−Pn,k|
is the Euclidean distance between Pm,k and Pn,k,
and luav,max > 0 is a given threshold.

In summary, the objective function of UAV
path planning is the weighted sum of the above 7
cost functions (He et al., 2021), i.e.,

Jm =w1

D
∑

i=1

J terrain
m,k + w2

D
∑

i=1

Jradar
m,k + w3

D
∑

i=1

J length
m,k

+ w4

D
∑

i=1

Jsmothing
m,k + w5

D
∑

i=1

Jaltitude
m,k

+ w6

D
∑

i=1

Jconstraint
m,k + w7

D
∑

i=1

Jcoordination
m,k

(23)
where wi, i = 1, 2, · · · , 7 are the weight coefficients
of the cost function Jm. Notice that variations
of the weighting coefficients could lead to huge
differences in the optimization result. In the fol-
lowing, to optimize the paths for UAVs more
efficiently, some cost function components are pro-
cessed as constraints, e.g., the terrain threat, the
radar threat and the UAV’s constraint.

The remaining components are then stratified,
namely, the path length/smoothing/height cost is
used as the first/second/third level cost function.
When the difference in path length cost of the
same path is less than a certain threshold, a sec-
ond level comparison is performed. Further, if the
difference of path smoothing cost is less than a
certain threshold, the third level comparison is
performed.

3 The Proposed Algorithm

In the multi-UAV cooperative path planning, the
TSS-based path planning model is adopted to
resolve the spatial-temporal coupling problem of
multiple UAVs. In detail, the model transforms
the path planning into an optimization problem of
the angles between the UAV velocity and the x-
axis/xoy-plane, i.e., the horizontal rotation angle
and the pitch angle. As illustrated in Section 2,

the path points corresponding to the time stamps
can be obtained, once the horizontal yaw angle
and the pitch angle are determined and the veloc-
ity components corresponding to each axis of the
UAV are available. Now, we are at the position of
exploiting NIFOA to search the optimal solutions
of the path planning model.

3.1 The Basic Fruitfly Optimization

Algorithm

FOA is a global optimization algorithm by imitat-
ing the foraging behavior of fruit flies. Fruit flies
are superior to other species in perception, espe-
cially in smell and vision. The olfactory organs
of fruit flies are good at collecting various odors
floating in the air, and can even smell food sources
40 km away. The process of searching for food by
fruit flies can be divided two phases: on one hand,
the fruit flies smell the food source using olfactory
organs and then try to fly there; on the other hand,
when the fruit flies are close to food, keen vision
is adopted to make sure where the food and their
companions are. Inspired by the characteristics of
fruit flies in searching for food, FOA is proposed
and the pseudo code is summarized in Algorithm
1.

Step 1: Initialization of parameters, e.g., the
maximum number of iterations (genmax), the
population size (Mpop). Meanwhile, randomly ini-
tialize the location (X axis, Y axis) of the fruit
fly population:

X axis = rand(−1, 1)

Y axis = rand(−1, 1)
(24)

where rand(−1, 1) is a uniformly distributed ran-
dom number in (−1, 1).

Step 2: Each fruit fly is with a random distance
and direction, and the sense of smell is used to
find food along the following way:

Xi = X axis+ rand(−1, 1)

Yi = Y axis+ rand(−1, 1)
(25)

where Xi and Yi, i = 1, 2, · · · ,Mpop denote the
position coordinate components of the ith fruit fly,
and the function rand(−1, 1) is same as in (24).

Step 3: Considering that the location of the
food is unknown, the distance (Dist) of the fruit
fly to the origin is first estimated via (26), then
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo code of Standard FAO
Algorithm

1: for gen = 1 to genmax do

2: for M = 1 to M = Mpop do

3: Random initial the position of fruitfly
population.

4: X axis = rand(−1, 1)
5: Y axis = rand(−1, 1).
6: Give fruit fly individuals a random dis-

tance and direction to randomly search for
food using their sense of smell using (25).

7: Calculate the distance from the fruit fly
to the origin (26)

8: Compute the taste concentration smell
using (27).

9: Evaluate the taste concentration
(Smelli) using (28).

10: Record bestSmell and bestIndex using
(29).

11: Update X axis and Y axis
12: end for

13: if Smelli > bestSmell then
14: X axis = X(bestIndex)
15: Y axis = Y (bestIndex)
16: end if

17: end for

(27) is used to calculate the taste concentra-
tion judgement value (S), which is actually the
reciprocal of the distance.

Disti =
√

X2
i + Y 2

i (26)

Si =
1

Disti
(27)

Step 4: With the taste concentration judge-
ment value S, the taste concentration (Smell) at
the individual location of fruit fly is calculated
by the pre-defined taste concentration decision
function (28).

Smelli = function(Si) (28)

Step 5: Seek the fruit fly with the high-
est/lowest taste concentration among the fruit fly
population:

[bestSmell, bestIndex] = max(Smell) (29)

where bestSmell is the highest taste concentra-
tion, bestIndex is the index of the fruit fly who has
the highest/lowest taste concentration, and Smell
is the set of the taste concentrations of all fruit
flies.

Step 6: Keep the best taste concentration and
the corresponding position coordinate such that
the fruit fly population can fly there immediately.

Smellbest =bestSmell

X axis =X(bestIndex)

Y axis =Y (bestIndex)

(30)

where X(bestIndex) and Y (bestIndex) denote
the position coordinate of the fruit fly who has
the highest (the lowest) smell concentration, and
Smellbest the global optimal smell concentrate.

Step 7: Iterative optimization. Judge whether
the taste concentration in the current iteration is
greater than that in the previous iteration. If so,
perform Step 6; otherwise, repeat Steps 2-5.

3.2 The Novel Improved Fruitfly

Optimization Algorithm

In order to speed up the search speed of fruit
fly, improve the global search ability of FOA, and
avoid premature convergence and falling into local
optima, the original FOA is improved from the
following aspects:

(1) Greedy and restart strategies. In the orig-
inal FOA, fruit flies search for food randomly
within a fixed range, which might lead to low
search efficiency and convergence precision. For
this reason, the presented NIFOA adopts the
greedy strategy to reduce the search scope. To be
specific, the search scope is divided into two phases
during the whole evolutions by introducing a new
smell contraction judgement parameter

Si =







1/2, rand(0, 1) < P
1

Disti
, otherwise

(31)

where rand(0, 1) is a uniformly distributed ran-
dom number in (0, 1), 0 < P < 1 is a constant,
and the parameter Disti is same as (27). In order
to avoid falling into local optima, the restart strat-
egy is introduced, i.e., when the fruit flies fail to
find the food source within certain trials during
the search, the fruit flies will restart the search
again from the starting point.
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Fig. 4 Crossover, mutation and deletion of the evolution
operators

(2) Multiple populations simultaneous search.
The population is divided into several sub-
populations of the same size so that the sub-
populations move independently in the search
space at the same time, searching for the global
optimum. This strategy improves the diversity of
solutions to avoid local optimum or premature
convergence.

(3) Evolution mechanism. In order to make full
use of the sub-optimal solution information in the
population, the crossover, mutation and deletion
operations are introduced to improve the quality
of the solution, as shown in Fig. 4. As an effi-
cient evolutionary operation for superior fruit flies,
this technique makes full use of the knowledge of
sub-optimal individuals by exchanging informa-
tion so that the quality of optimal individual and
the diversity of solutions are enhanced to avoid
premature.

(4) Cooperative strategy. For cooperation of
UAVs, traditional methods prefer to comparing
all path points of any two UAVs, which greatly

increases the time cost of path planning. To
resolve this, the cooperation strategy is intro-
duced. By taking the paths corresponding to
the sub-populations in the optimal population as
alternative paths, judge the distance between the
path points corresponding to each time stamp
to determine whether the synergy is satisfied,
and finally combine the best sub-populations that
satisfy the synergy to get the solution of path
planning.

Under the framework of NIFOA, the imple-
mentation procedure of multi-UAV cooperative
path planning is illustrated in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Pseudo code of Multi-UAV
Cooperative Path Planning of NIFAO

Input: input the starting points and targeting
points of all UAVs, environment map, the
number of time stamp D

Output: The path point
1: /*Initialization*/
2: Set the maximum number of iterations

Itermax, the fruit fly population Mpop, the
fruit fly sub-population gr, and fruit fly indi-
viduals in each sub-population D, initialize
the location of individual fruit flies randomly
by (24).

3: for N = 1 to Num do

4: Calculate the time stamp ts, the velocity of
fixed axis VN , and the initial angle angled(N)

5: for NC = 1 to Itermax do

6: for m = 1 to Mpop do

7: while g = 1 to gr do

8: while d = 1 to D do

9: for i = 1 to 2 do

10: Xi = Xaxis + (−1 + 2 ∗
rand())

11: Yi = Yaxis + (−1 + 2 ∗
rand())

12: S =
1

√

X2
i + Y 2

i
13: end for

14: while (1) do
15: if S ≤ 1 then break
16: else

17: Xi = Xaxis + (−1 +
2 ∗ rand())

18: Yi = Yaxis+(−1+2 ∗
rand())

19: end if

20: end while
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21: if rand() ≤ P then

22: S = 1/2
23: end if

24: angle = (2 ∗S(odd) ∗βmax +
βmax) + angle

25: angleu = αmax+2∗S(eve)∗
αmax

26: Calculating the vehical and
position by (4)-(10)

27: if L(current point to target-
ing) < L(starting to targeting) and z(x, y) >
map(x, y) then

28: d = d+ 1, r = 0
29: else

30: r = r + 1
31: end if

32: if r ≥ 30 then

33: d = 1, angle =
angled(N)

34: end if

35: end while

36: if −βmax ≤ βD ≤ βmax then

37: Jlength =
∑n+1

i=0
J length
k

38: else

39: Jlength = 2000
40: end if

41: calculate Jaltitude and
Jsmoothing,

42: g = g + 1
43: end while

44: end for

45: Find out gr the best sub-population,
and keep their locations.

46: operate mutation, crossover and dele-
tion

47: uptate Jlength, Jaltitude, Jsmoothing,
and Xi, Yi

48: end for

49: repeat line 5-line 48
50: end for

51: The sub-populations in the optimal popula-
tion of each UAV are used as alternative
paths, and the best path that satisfies the
requirements of all UAVs is outputted by the
cooperative strategy.

Step 1: Initialization. First set the maximum
number of iterations Itermax, the fruit fly pop-
ulation Mpop, the fruit fly sub-population gr,
and the number of fruit fly individuals in each

sub-population D. Next, initialize the location of
individual fruit flies randomly by (24).

Step 2: According to (25), individuals use
smell to search for food with random direction
and distance. The taste concentration values are
calculated by (26) and (31).

Step 3: Substitute the taste concentration
value (Si) into fitness function or objective func-
tion so as to find the fitness function value
(Smelli) of the individual location of fruit fly by
(28).

Step 4: According to (29), the sub-population
with the smallest (biggest) taste concentration is
found.

Step 5: Crossover, mutation and deletion oper-
ators are performed on the individuals in the best
population. If it is better than the initial value, the
original individuals are replaced with new ones,
otherwise the original ones are kept.

Step 6: Keep the best taste concentration value
and theX and Y coordinates. Meanwhile, the fruit
fly colony uses vision to fly to this position by (30).

Step 7: Repeat Steps 2-6, until the maxi-
mum number of iterations is reached or the target
requirements are met.

Considering that, by virtue of NIFOA, the
output result of multi-UAV cooperative path plan-
ning is a series of path points, the path needs to
be smoothed to meet the requirements of UAV
flight. To address this, the B-spline curve is intro-
duced and derived from the Bezier curve, and has
the advantages of geometric invariance, convexity
and continuous curvature (Elbanhawi et al., 2015).
The B-spline curve can be structured by

P (u) =

i
∑

j=i−k

PiNi,k(u) (32)

where i is the track node number, Pi is control
point, and Ni,k(u) is the blending function that
can be defined recursively as follows (Bai et al.,
2018):































Ni,0(u) =

{

1, ui ≤ u ≤ ui+1

0, textotherwise

Ni,k(u) =
u−ui

ui+k−ui
Ni,k−1(u) +

ui+k+1−u
ui+k+1−ui+1

Ni+1,k−1(u)

define 0

0
= 0

(33)
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Table 1 The starting and targeting points of UAVs in
Scenario 1

Number Starting Targeting

UAV1 (10, 85, 22) (67, 180, 6)
UAV2 (155, 26, 6) (76, 198, 10)
UAV3 (126, 176, 10) (140, 20, 6)
UAV4 (30, 14, 10) (200, 178, 10)
UAV5 (104, 20, 8) (140, 180, 15)
UAV6 (9, 9, 12) (160, 170, 20)
UAV7 (32, 20, 9) (32, 190, 5)

In this paper, the cubic B-spline method is used
to ensure that the UAV track has better curve
smoothness. In order to make the smoothed track
as equal as possible to the original track, four
adjacent control points are used to determine the
spline curve that is flyable for UAV.

4 Experimental Evaluation
and Comparison

In this section, two simulation experiments are
conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the
proposed algorithm, namely, Scenario 1: multiple
UAVs fly to different targeting points at the same
time, and Scenario 2: multiple UAVs reach the
same targeting points at the same time. The 3D
virtual environment model is built on the Matlab
platform, which facilitates the observation of the
planned paths.

4.1 Scenario 1: Multiple UAVs fly

to different targeting points at

the same time

In the simulation experiment, the experimental
environment is the entire space of the 3D map with
a size of 200*200*85, including mountain terrain,
radar, severe weather, and other environments. To
verify the algorithm performance for different path
conditions, 7 UAVs flying to 7 different targeting
points are considered. The starting and targeting
points corresponding to each UAV are shown in
Table 1. The 2D and 3D view results of path plan-
ning are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively, from
which we can see that the proposed algorithm can
effectively generate feasible paths that meet all
the pre-specified constraints. In particular, all the
obstacles are avoided, and there are no collisions
among UAVs.

Table 2 The starting and targeting points of UAVs in
Scenario 2

Number Starting Targeting

UAV1 (197, 32, 5) (32, 190, 5)
UAV2 (32, 20, 9) (32, 190, 5)
UAV3 (22, 22, 5) (200, 178, 10)
UAV4 (104, 20, 8) (200, 178, 10)
UAV5 (190, 73, 5) (129, 190, 5)
UAV6 (140, 20, 6) (129, 190, 5)

Fig. 5 3D view of the planned path in Scenario 1

4.2 Scenario 2: Multiple UAVs fly

to the same targeting points at

the same time

In the experiment, six identical UAVs are simu-
lated, where the starting and targeting points of
UAVs are set in Table 2. The 2D and 3D views
of path planning are demonstrated in Figs. 7 and
8. Similar to Scenario 1, the proposed NIFOA can
generate paths that satisfy all the constraints for
UAVs.

4.3 Algorithm Comparison

In order to verify the superiority of the proposed
algorithm, a comparison of PSO, FOA, IFOA
and NIFOA, in generating multi-UAV paths, has
been done under the condition of Scenario 1.
In the experiment, the total path cost function
that combines the path length cost, the path
smoothing cost and the path height cost is used
as the objective function, and each algorithm is
tested 50 times to calculate the best cost, worst
cost, average cost and variance, as summarized
in Table 3. Figs. 9 and 10 show the convergence
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Fig. 6 2D view of the planned path in Scenario 1

Fig. 7 3D view of the planned path in Scenario 2

Table 3 The comparison results of the four algorithms

Algorithm Best Worst Mean Std(10−4)

Proposed Method 3.1116 3.1156 3.1138 7.0222
IFOA 3.1140 3.1175 3.1162 7.3710
FOA 3.1262 3.1343 3.1304 19
PSO 3.1505 3.2514 3.1759 252

curves and the path lengths of the four algo-
rithms in 50 experiments, where NIFOA achieves
the fastest convergence speed, the smallest cost
and the shortest path length. The 2D, 3D views
and height diagram for one of the planned paths
are shown in Figs. 11, 12 and 13, respectively,
implying that the planned path corresponding to
NIFOA has the shortest path distance, the low-
est average height, and the best smoothness. In
such sense, the efficiency of the proposed NIFOA
algorithm has been verified clearly.

Fig. 8 2D view of the planned path in Scenario 2
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Fig. 9 Convergence speed comparison of the four algo-
rithms
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Fig. 10 Path length comparison of the four algorithms
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Fig. 11 The single path generated by the four algorithms
in 3D view

Fig. 12 The single path generated by the four algorithms
in 2D view
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Fig. 13 The altitude of the single path generated by the
four algorithms

5 Conclusions

This paper proposes a TSS-based NIFOA algo-
rithm for 3D-space multi-UAV cooperative path
planning. The TSS model is introduced to resolve
the time-space coupling among multiple UAVs,
and the multi-objective problem is transformed
to a multi-constrain problem. In the proposed
algorithm, to enhance the search efficiency of the
algorithm, some novel strategies are integrated.
Specifically, the greedy and restart strategies are
used to speed up the convergence and avoid falling
into local optima, and the evolution strategy of
the optimum population is used to exchange the
information of sub-populations to improve the
convergence accuracy of the algorithm. The effec-
tiveness of NIFOA has been proven by detailed
comparisons with the other three optimization
algorithms, namely PSO, FOA, and IFOA. The
main idea of the proposed algorithm can be
extended for dynamic and/or real-time path plan-
ning of multiple UAVs, which will be addressed in
our future work.
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